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Covid-19 
           (Coronavirus)

INFORMATION BRIEF  ISSUE 13. OCTOBER 2020

With Covid-19 cases rising rapidly across the UK, we are seeing many more 
local restrictions and lockdowns.  In this Information Brief, we hope to address 

some of your queries and what the restrictions may mean for your facilities.  

Following the announcement last week regarding the re-opening of saunas 
and steam rooms in England, we have also summarised the requirements.

We hope you find this Information Brief useful. 
 

Each government in the UK and the 
Republic of Ireland has applied local 
restrictions where they have seen spikes 
in Covid-19 cases.  This has sometimes 
caused confusion, however, more recently, 
restrictions in each nation seem to be more 
aligned from one region to another. 

To date, gyms, leisure centres and other 
leisure facilities are permitted to remain open 
in all nations, although some restrictions 
have a knock-on impact to the sites. Key local 
restrictions include:

 • Households should not mix (all nations)

 • In Wales you can only play sport or  
  exercise with others from within the local  
  authority area provided social distancing 
  is maintained    

 • In ROI and NI Indoor sport is permitted for  
  individual training only – no exercise or 
  dance classes

Local Restrictions   
 • In ROI Gyms, leisure centres and   
  swimming pools can open for individual 
  use only 

In addition, further restrictions were 
announced on Wednesday in Scotland, taking 
effect from 6pm on 9th October until 25th 
October as follows:

 • Bars, pubs, restaurants and cafés can  
  only serve alcohol ‘outdoors’ up to 10pm

 • In the central belt (Greater Glasgow and  
  Clyde region, Lanarkshire, Ayrshire and  
  Arran, Lothian and Forth Valley):

  •  All licensed premises must be closed.   
   Cafés without an alcohol license can  
   stay open until 6pm

  • Contact sports for people aged 18  
   and over will be suspended for the next  
   two weeks 

  • Indoor group exercise activities will not  
   be allowed – although the current 
   rules will remain in place for under 18s.

  • Gyms can remain open for individual 
   exercise.  
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Local Restrictions – Q&As  
Q: Can we still accommodate children in our   
 junior exercise classes? (Scotland)

A: Yes, the latest restrictions do not apply to under  
 18’s, but please stick to the national guidelines  
 that are already in place regarding groups and  
 physical distancing

Q: What does ‘individual training’ or ‘individual  
 use’ mean in the gym/leisure centre?

A: We assume this means bookings should not be  
 taken for more than one person, with training  
 and exercise not taking place in groups or with  
 friends

Q: Can we run our holiday activity club at half  
 term?

A: Due to households not able to mix currently   
 under your local restrictions, we would advise 
 that this should not take place

Q: The restrictions just announced for Scotland  
 state that cafes need to close at 6pm.  Does 
 this apply within my centre? 

A: Currently, and until any further details are   
 published, we advise that you do close your 
 café at 6pm.  From what we can see, cafes etc.  
 in hotels can remain open, but there is no clarity 
 on cafes within other establishments.

Q&A

We have received a number of queries from 
facilities in areas with additional restrictions 
in place.  The following outlines some of the 
common questions, along with our responses:

Q: Local restrictions have just been announced  
 in our area.  Does this mean we will need to  
 close?  (Trampoline park)

A: No, you can continue to remain open.    
 Currently, restrictions have not been imposed 
 to suggest leisure facilities need to close

Q: We are on the border of another county in   
 Wales and have members in the other 
 county.  Do we need to prevent them   
 attending the gym?

A: The guidelines put the onus on individuals to  
 do the right thing, i.e. not leave the area 
 without a reasonable excuse, but you may   
	 find		it	difficult	to	strictly	enforce	this.		However,		
 we would advise that you remind members of 
 this rule.

Q: We’re in an area with local restrictions in   
 place.  Can we still offer kids parties?   

A: You can, however, these must be restricted to a  
 maximum of six kids from the same household

Q: What about if the party is for a child with his/ 
 her school friends who are in the same 
 bubble at school?

A: This would still not be permitted as the rules  
 relate to ‘social’ gatherings and school 
	 settings	are	different	and	have	their	own	Covid		
 secure measures in place

Q: How do we ensure that bookings only include  
 people from the same household?

A: We suggest you make this clear in your   
 booking processes / terms and conditions and  
	 ask	customers	to	confirm	they	are	all	from	the		
 same household. A check at reception would  
	 also	be	beneficial.	 

With the steep rise in Covid-19 cases, 
we are likely to see further rules 

imposed by the UK government and 
devolved administrations, either 

locally or nationally.  We’ll keep you 
updated and we’ll be keeping fingers 
crossed any new restrictions do not 

impact on your businesses too much.
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Our Recommended Action for You
• Keep up to date with local restrictions in your area, along with any additional national 

rules that may be applied.  Ensure these are implemented in your facility.

• Ensure your staff are made aware of local restrictions to enable them to advise 
customers accordingly.

• Ensure as far as possible that customers are respectfully reminded of the local Covid 
rules in the area and therefore do not compromise your business.

• If considering re-opening your sauna and steam room, conduct a robust risk 
assessment and ensure control measures can be effectively implemented

• STITCHTM Sauna and Stream COVID risk assessments will be in place early next week.

If you need any help with the management of Covid-19 (Coronavirus) in your workplace, 
please do not hesitate to contact us at: 

info@rightdirections.co.uk or call 01582 840098

Saunas and Steam Rooms
The UK Government announced last 
week that saunas and steam rooms 
are permitted to re-open.  However, 
we strongly advise that a robust risk 
assessment is undertaken to determine 
whether they can be re-opened safely, 
with all appropriate operational controls 
in place, particularly cleaning, distancing 
and ventilation requirements.  You may 
also consider whether it is financially 
viable to re-open them under the current 
restrictions.  

The government guidance is as follows:

• Maximum capacity should be restricted  
 to 50%.  For example, a sauna designed 
 for 4 people should only be used by 2  
 people at the same time

• Facilities should operate with 2m social  
 distancing, including marked seating  
 points in each room

• Guests should be given fixed times   
 and staggered slots to enter the sauna  
 or steam room.  For example, a sauna  
 with a normal capacity for 4 individuals  
offers an appointment time of 12:00 –  
 12:15.  Up to 2 individuals may book 

offers an appointment time of 12:00 –
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 this slot.  They must arrive at 12:00.   
 They may leave and re-enter at any  
 time but the sauna must be vacated 
 by everyone at 12:15.

• Where technically possible, increase  
 air flow and air changes to the   
 maximum possible.

• Ensure that saunas, steam rooms and  
 any equipment are cleaned regularly, 
 at the beginning and end of the day  
 and at regular intervals in-between,  
 determined by the risk assessment.

• Ensure that there is a regular monitoring 
 regime in place.
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